PLEASE read the “Rules of the Road” for chamber music on the “performance” section of INSIDE MUSIC on the School of Music website: https://www.cmu.edu/cfa/music/current-students/ensembles/chamber-music.html

Each group should select/elect/draft a “contact person” and submit that person’s name to the chamber music Graduate Assistant, Yalyen Savignon:
ysavigno@andrew.cmu.edu

Please note that this is the second draft of the roster. All registered students have been placed, and all requests have been fulfilled. We hope that few if any further changes will need to be made. Remember, other students’ education depends on your being a reliable member of your group! IF YOU SPOT MISTAKES ON THIS LIST, PLEASE CONTACT PROF. WHIPPLE.

RJW and CW, February 6, 2019

57-228 OR 57-928

SEXTETS

sec A - WIND & PIANO SEXTET
  Alisa Smith, flute
  Elizabeth Mountz, oboe
  Elizabeth Carney, clarinet
  Ji Won Song, horn
  Andrew Hahn, bassoon
  Winfred Wang, piano
  coaches: R. James Whipple

QUINTETS

sec B - GRADUATE WIND QUINTET
  Theresa Abalos, flute
  Evan Tegley, oboe
  Alex Athitakas, clarinet
  Diana McLaughlin, horn
  Nicholas Evans, bassoon
  coach: Thomas Thompson

sec C - “VENTUS FERRO”
  TBA, flute
  Alicia Smith, oboe
  Zack Neville, clarinet
  Ziming Zhu, horn
  Dreya Cherry, bassoon
coach: James Gorton

sec D - PROKOFIEV: Quintet in g minor
Christian Bernard, oboe
Bryce Kyle, clarinet
TBA, violin
Angela-Maureen Zollman, viola
Mark Stroud, bass
coach: James Gorton

STRING QUARTETS  57-226 OR 57-926

1. Jasper Rogal, violin
   Noah Steinbaum, violin
   Angela Rubin, viola
   Kyle Johnson, cello
   coach: Cyrus Forough

2. Nicole Oswald, violin
   Taya Ricker, violin
   John Petrey, viola
   Robert Kaufman, cello
   coach: David Harding & Chris Wu

3. Kyoko Inagawa, violin
   Marissa Weston, violin
   Esther Lee, viola
   Alexander Chen, cello
   coach: Bill van der Sloot

4. Sean Elliott, violin
   Shung Yang, violin
   Veronica Lopez, viola
   Robert Kaufman, cello
   coach: David Premo

OTHER QUARTETS

sec E - CLARINET QUARTET
Juyoung You, clarinet
Samantha Locraft, clarinet
Jiayin Xie, clarinet
Magdalena Garandza, clarinet
coach: Thomas Thompson
sec F - **SAXOPHONE QUARTET #1**
Benjamin Morris, saxophone
Xin Ma, saxophone
Xiang Ji, saxophone
Daniel Muller, saxophone
  coach: Jim Houlik

sec G - **SAXOPHONE QUARTET #2**
Johanna St. John Morris, saxophone
Kyle Leve, saxophone
Emelyn Dolph, saxophone
Steven (Tommy) Britt, saxophone
  coach: Jason Kush

sec H - **PIANO QUARTET**
Erin Uri Lin, violin
Sara Frankel, viola
Alisa Mosher, cello
Jacob Kline, piano
  coach: Dimitri Papadimitriou

sec I - **FLUTE QUARTET**
Jillian Coscio, flute
Dayna Hagstedt, flute
Alisa Smith, flute
Tessa Vermeulen, flute
  coach: Alberto Almarza

TRIOS

sec J - **STRING TRIO**
Abigail Macy, violin
Ariana Blevins, viola
Samantha Liu, cello
  coach: David Premo

sec K - **PERCUSSION PLUS**
Leah Stevens, flute
David Boutin-Bourque, clarinet
Justin Gingrich, percussion
  coach: Jeremy Branson

sec L - **PIANO TRIO #1**
Idunn Lohne, violin
Elaina Mosher, cello
Jacob Kline, piano
  coach: Bill van der Sloot
sec M - **PIANO TRIO #2**
Jaspar Rogal, violin
Alexander Chen, cello
Kelidia Ingraham, piano
coach: Rodrigo Ojeda

sec N - **TRIO CASSATT**
Phoebe Robertson, flute
Bronwyn Hagerty, cello
Alyssa Hensley, harp
coaches: David Premo and Lorna McGhee

sec O - **FLUTE-CELLO-PIANO TRIO**
Yuna Hatano, flute
Alexander Chen, cello
pianist and coach: Vahan Sargsyan

sec P - **MOZART: KEGELSTATT TRIO**
Julian Bohorquez, clarinet
Stephen Weiss, viola
Fiona Thendean, piano
coach: R. James Whipple

sec Q - **TRIO - Diego A. Sánchez: Zumbatómico**
Julian Bohorquez, clarinet
TBA, bass
Erika Giuse, piano
coach: R. James Whipple

sec R - **WINDS & PIANO**
Joseph Mansfield, clarinet
Alexander Kampos, horn
Lune Zhang, piano
coaches: R. James Whipple and Sung-Im Kim

sec S - **CLARINETS & PIANO!**
Joseph Mansfield, clarinet
Bryce Kyle, clarinet
Alvin Hsu, piano
coach: Thomas Thompson
**DUOS**

sec T - **HARP & VIOLIN DUO**  
Yalyen Savignon, violin  
Katelyn Croft, harp  
coach: Gretchen Van Hoesen

sec U - **FRESHMAN HARP & FLUTE DUO**  
Tessa Vermeulen, flute  
Alice Statham, harp  
coach: Gretchen Van Hoesen

sec V - **BASS DUO #1**  
Riley Zimmermann, bass  
Emily Tarantino, bass  
coach: Micah Howard

sec W - **BASS DUO #2**  
Hiroki Yuasa, bass  
Patrick Spallinger, bass  
coach: Micah Howard

sec X - **STRING DUET**  
Victor Avila-Luvsangenden, violin  
Angela Rubin, viola  
coach: Cyrus Forough

sec Y - **PIANO DUO**  
Helena Hao, piano  
Qingzhao Zhang, piano  
coach: Sung-Im Kim

**SONATAS, 57-933 and 57-233**

**SECTION A - VIOLIN AND PIANO**  
Xiang Fang, violin  
Du Hui, piano  
coach: Dimitri Papadimitriou

**SECTION B - VIOLA AND PIANO**  
Rizwan Jagani, viola  
Kelcia Ingraham, piano  
coach: Bill van der Sloot

**SECTION C - CELLO AND PIANO**  
Sameer Apte, cello  
Derek Hamersly, piano  
coach: Dimitri Papadimitriou and Ann Williams

**SECTION**  
requested groups are in **boldface**